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!!
the postnatal workout for a healthy mama
and a happy baby

KANGATRAINING

Information
Kangatraining means a total body workout while your baby can relax and
enjoy being close to you.
The babies spend most of their time in a supportive baby carrier (Manduca
carrier or similar) where the sound of music and rocking motion puts them at
ease – sleep mainly!

!

The name Kangatraining comes from the Walt Disney film
‘Winnie the Poo’ where by the ‘Kanga’ mother dotes on her
playful and energetic baby joey.
Kangatraining gives mothers the chance to exercise in a fun
environment with their baby and other like-minded
mums.

!

It is a safe and gentle workout that concentrates on
restrengthening the pelvic floor and abdominal
muscles whilst having a good time in a
relaxed atmosphere.

!

Kangatraining provides mothers an OPTION.
Whether it’s getting back into shape post
pregnancy, having a laugh with friends or
merely getting out of the house!

!

No childcare required.

!

That is the true benefit of Kangatraining.

!

Let’s Kanga!

!
www.kangatraining.com!

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM!
!
Kangatraining offers a unique business opportunity that allows you to take your baby with you.
Whether you’re a first time mum or a mother of older children, Kangatraining will fit into your
lifestyle to create flexibility and a class timetable that works for you.

!

There are no pre-requisites to complete our program however basic
exercise and fitness industry experience are beneficial.

!

The most important attributes in becoming a
successful Kangatrainer are a positive attitude and
a passion to help other mums achieve their
goals.
We understand life with a little one could
make it difficult to attend our program,
however due to the nature of our business all
babies are welcome to join us for the week!

!

Kangatraining was created in 2008 by Austrian
mum Nicole Pascher. As a former dancer and long
time fitness professional, she saw a market gap or this
type of program.

!

The media’s interest in this new concept was popular from the beginning and from there
Kangatraining grew quickly.
Kangatraining has had news coverage in a variety of Magazines, Newspapers and TV Shows
throughout Europe, South America, the United States and Australia.

!

As the media interest continued to increase, so did the number of licensed kangatrainers which
has proven its success.
What started as an idea soon became the most widespread fitness program for young mums in
only 4 years with over 1000 locations in more than 20 countries.

!
For more information please contact:
Kangatraining Founder Nicole Pascher
email: info@kangatraining.com
Tel.: 011-43-650-555-81-22

FIRST ARTICLE EVER WRITTEN ABOUT KANGATRAINING
NEWSPAPER „KURIER“ Austria, Europe - 500.000 READERS
!

EXERCISE FOR

two. !

Looking for an answer to the question ‘how can I achieve a
quality workout and have my baby with me?’ was the
beginning of a fabulous new training method for mums.

W

ith a new baby on the way,!

Melbourne’s Sarah Tarrant!
is passionate about her business and!
rightly so. As the Country Leader of!
Kangatraining for Australia, Sarah first!
learnt about Europe’s most popular!
postnatal workout whilst on holidays in!
Austria. “I attended a class and I was!
amazed at what I saw,” Sarah explains.!
“When I returned home, I realised that!
there was a gap in the market for such a!
program – somewhere that mothers and!
babies could work out safely in a casual!
and easy going environment.”

Kangatraining (named after Kanga!
from the Winnie The Pooh books who!
dotes on her playful and energetic!
baby joey, Roo) started when personal!
trainer, Nicole Pascher, gave birth to her!
third child, Pamina, in 2008. Nicole,!
an experienced personal trainer who!
specialised in pre and postnatal, knew!
how to structure a safe and effective!
program for new mums but she also knew!
that her own daughter didn’t enjoy being!
in a pram and watching her workout. She!
wanted to be carried and be close to her!
mum.!
“Kangatraining is a complete workout!
in which both cardiovascular endurance/!
flexibility and muscular capacity/strength!
are enhanced,” says Sarah. “Unlike!
traditional exercise classes, new mums!
don’t need to worry about finding a!
babysitter or watching an unsettled baby!
during class because the babies are worn!
on them and get to be part of the action!!
As well as the physical benefits, mothers!
also have the chance to meet other local!
mums in a relaxed environment which!
boosts their emotional wellbeing.”!
“I have a business finance background!
but I was ready for a change,” Sarah!
says. “I have always enjoyed being!
active and leading a healthy lifestyle!
and I loved what Kangatraining had!
to offer. So, I returned to Europe and!
completed my instructor qualifications!
at the Kangatraining School in Vienna!
and after starting classes in Melbourne,!
we are now wanting to qualify new!
Kangatraining instructors nationally. I!
love that Kangatraining gives new mums!
the chance to exercise in a fun and!
supportive environment with their baby.!
It’s a safe and gentle workout that really!
concentrates on re-strengthening the!
pelvic floor and abdominal muscles whilst!
still having a great time in a relaxing!
environment. I think what amazes me
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!!
!!
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!!
the most is how a room full of babies
can magically go to sleep from the
rocking motion of the dance based
workout. This then puts the mothers
at ease and they can focus on
themselves for the remainder of!
the session.”!
Sarah, who also is a qualified baby!
wearing consultant through the Die!
Trageschule (babywearing school) in!
Dresden, Germany, says that safety
is the number one consideration
when using a baby carrier and this is
the one item that mums starting
Kangatraining need to get right.
“Most popular carriers, although!
not posing any immediate threat, are
not optimally designed to support the
natural development of baby’s hips
and spine. Our trainers work with the
mums to ensure that they are using
the correct carrier that is suitable for
the class and also has the best!
fit and comfort for mum and baby.
We also offer carriers at each class
to try or hire. !

My preferred baby carrier is the
Manduca, I just love it.” !

!

Sarah says that any mum, at any
fitness level, can get involved once
they’ve been given the all clear from
their doctors after their 6-8 week
postpartum check up or 12 weeks
following a c-section. “Babies aged!
from six weeks to 18 months come
along although there is really no age
limit for babies so long as every
mother participating can wear their
baby safely and comfortably.!
For restless older babies, or mums
who have a baby and a toddler, the
kids are welcome to play on the floor
in the room. !
Everyone is in the same boat, so no
one minds the different ages of the
little ones attending class with them.”!

!

Christina, a new mum from Sydney,!
has become a fan. “I really enjoy!
Kangatraining. I am able to work up a!
sweat and keep my daughter settled
and happy. Our instructor created a

really fun and relaxed environment
and allowed each mother and baby
duo to go at a pace that suited them.
By the end of the session, I could
definitely feel the burn…and I had a!
very relaxed, sleeping baby!”!

!

“Kangatraining has helped me to lose!
weight through exercising with my
baby,” Tracey from Hobart says. “I
don’t have to worry about childcare
as my daughter is part of the
workout, and as she is getting!
heavier I am getting more resistance!
enhancing the workout.”!
One-on-one time with your little one;!
meeting new mamas; getting strong
and fit...sounds like Kangatraining is
just about perfect!!
To find out more about
Kangatraining, or discover where
your nearest class is, visit
www.kangatraining.com.au and!
search ‘Find Class’. You can also
visit the Kangatraining facebook
page and query there.

!!
!!

ARTICLE IN GERMANY s LARGEST MAGAZINE FOR PARENTS
„ELTERN“.
1 FULL PAGE - EDITION AUSTRIA - 100.000 READERS
!

4 FULL PAGE ARTICLE IN GERMANYs LARGEST PARENTAL MAGAZINE
300.000 READERS
!

2 DOUBLE PAGE ARTICLES IN AUSTRIA s LARGEST NEWSPAPER
„Kronen Zeitung“. 3 MIO. READERS
!

!

1 FULL PAGE ARTICLE IN GERMANYs LARGEST PARENTAL MAGAZINE
300.000 READERS

!

KANGATRAINING ON TV!
It did not take long until several TV stations started with TV reports about!
Kangatraining in Europe, Australia, Chile….!

For more information please contact:
Kangatraining Founder Nicole Pascher
email: info@kangatraining.com

LET‘S KANGA

Tel.: 011-43-650-555-81-22

